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Background: Directed norms

Let V ' Rn be a finite-dimensional real vector space.

A directed norm on V is a function ‖ − ‖ : V → [0,+∞) that is
- positively homogeneous: ‖λv‖ = λ‖v‖ for λ ≥ 0
- subadditive: ‖v + w‖ ≤ ‖v‖+ ‖w‖
- positive definite: ‖v‖ > 0 if v 6= 0
- NOT NECESSARILY self-reverse: ‖ − v‖ = ‖v‖

During this talk, “norm” means directed norm.
There is a bijection:

norms on V ←→ compact convex sets K ⊆ V ∗ such that 0 ∈ K ◦

a norm ‖ − ‖ −→ B∗‖−‖ := {ϕ ∈ V ∗ : ϕ(v) ≤ ‖v‖ for all v ∈ V}
its dual unit ball

‖v‖K := maxϕ∈K ϕ(v) ←− a convex set K
With the following properties:

norm is self-reverse ⇐⇒ K is symmetric: K = −K

‖v‖ ∈ N if v ∈ Zn
norm is an integral norm: ⇐⇒ K = Conv{S} for some finite S ⊆ Zn

K is an integral polytope:

sum of norms ←→ Minkowski sum of convex sets
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Background: Area in normed planes (according to Holmes–Thompson 1979)

Consider a polyhedral surface made of normed triangles,
that is, triangular pieces of normed planes.

How to define the area of each piece?

The Holmes–Thompson area of a measurable set A ⊆ (V , ‖ − ‖) is:

AreaHT(A, ‖ − ‖) := |A| |B∗‖−‖| ��
1
π

where

|A| is Lebesgue measure in V , computed using linear coordinates on V

|B∗‖−‖| is computed using the dual coordinates on V ∗.

Properties:
Well defined (independent of coordinates)

Monotonic with respect to ‖ − ‖

2-homogeneous: AreaHT(A, λ‖ − ‖) = λ2 AreaHT(A, ‖ − ‖).

Examples:
If M is unit square in (R2, `1), then AreaHT(M) = 4.
If M is Euclidean disk of perimeter 2L (radius r = L

π
), then AreaHT(M) = π2r2 = L2.

If M is Euclidean hemisphere of perimeter 2L, then AreaHT(M) = 2L2.
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Background: Length, distance and geodesics on manifolds

For M smooth manifold, denote:
Tx M = tangent space at point x ∈ M.
TM = tangent bundle =

⋃
x∈M Tx M with certain natural topology.

A Finsler metric on M is a continuous function F : TM → [0,+∞) whose
restriction to each tangent space Tx M is a directed norm Fx = ‖ − ‖x .

The metric is Riemannian if each norm ‖ − ‖x is Euclidean.
The pair (M,F ) is a Finsler manifold ...

...where we can define length and (Holmes–Thompson) area

For each curve γ define its length Len(γ) =
∫
‖γ′(t)‖ dt .

For points x , y ∈ M, define the distance dM (x , y) = infγ curve in M
from x to y

Len(γ).

How to find a shortest curve? Assuming F is “nice”
The length functional γ 7→ Len(γ) is differentiable.
The extremal curves, parametrized with constant speed, are called geodesics.
One of the geodesics from x to y is a shortest curve from x to y .

How to find the geodesics? Assuming F is “nice”
γ geodesic ⇐⇒ γ satisfies the Euler–Lagrange differential equation.
This eq. has order 2, so geodesics are determined by initial position and velocity.
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Motivation: Inverse problems

Inverse problem for geodesic scattering

Determine a Riemannian manifold M, given the boundary ∂M and
the scattering relation of M,

that connects the initial position-velocity (x , v)
to the final position-velocity (y ,w) of each geodesic from ∂M to ∂M

Inverse problem for boundary distances

Determine a Riemannian manifold M, given the boundary ∂M and
the distance dM (x , y) := infγ curve in M

from x to y
Len(γ) for every x , y ∈ ∂M.

The two kinds of data are equivalent if M is simple:
The boundary ∂M is curved inwards.
For x 6= y there is a unique geodesic γx,y : [0, 1]→ M from x to y ,
whose inital velocity vx,y depends smoothly on x and y .

A simple manifold is “qualitatively similar” to an Euclidean disk.

Conjecture (Rigidity of simple Riemannian manifolds, Michel ’79):

Let M0 be a simple Riemannian mfld. If M is a compact Riemannian mfld such
that ∂M = ∂M0 and dM (x , y) = dM0 (x , y) for every x , y ∈ ∂M, then M ≡ M0.

Proved on restricted settings, including dim = 2 (Pestov–Uhlmann 2005).
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Boundary distance inequalities

What can we infer about M given approximate boundary distance data?

that is, if dM0 (x , y) ≤ dM (x , y) < dM0 (x , y) + ε for x , y ∈ ∂M

Not much.

Conjecture (Minimality of simple Riemannian manifolds, Burago–Ivanov ’10):

Let M0 be a simple Riemannian mfld. If M is an orientable compact
Riemanniand mfld such that ∂M = ∂M0 and dM (x , y) ≥ dM0 (x , y) for
x , y ∈ ∂M, then Vol(M) ≥ Vol(M0).

We restrict to 2 dimensions.

Nice limit case: when M0 is the Euclidean hemisphere.
Note that dM0 (x , y) = d∂M0 (x , y) for x , y ∈ ∂M0. Denote C = ∂M0.

An isometric filling of a closed Riemannian curve C is a compact surface M
with boundary ∂M = C and such that dM (x , y) ≥ dC(x , y) for x , y ∈ C.

or, equivalently, dM(x , y) = dC(x , y)
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Filling area conjecture

Filling Area Conjecture (FAC) (vague version)

Every compact surface M that isometrically fills a closed curve C has area
greater or equal than the hemisphere M0 of perimeter Len(C).

Different kinds of surface M allowed =⇒ different precise versions of the FAC.
- Topology: disk, orientable of genus 1, Möbius band, ...
- Type of metric: Riemannian, Finsler (directed or self-reverse)
- Texture: smooth, piecewise-smooth, polyhedral → All equivalent for FAC.

What is known about the FAC?

It holds for Riemannian disks (Gromov 1983).

It holds for orientable Riemannian surfaces of genus one
(Bangert–Croke–Ivanov–Katz 2005).

It holds for Finsler disks (Ivanov 2001, 2011)
Minimum area attained by many Finsler hemispheres!

There is a Finsler rational counterexample (Burago–Ivanov ’02):
a Finsler disk M that fills isometrically the circle k ≤ 10 times but has
AreaHT(M) < k Area(hemisphere).

FAC holds for Finsler Möbius bands with self-reverse metric (C. 2018).
Equality attained by M = [0, 1]2/(0, y) ∼ (1, 1− y) with `∞ norm.
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A tool: Integral Geometry
Barbier 1860, Crofton 1868

In Euclidean plane, let

W = space of lines
µ = Crofton measure on W

(the unique measure that is invariant by rotations
and translations, and appropriately normalized).

Then

Len(γ) =
1
2

∫
w∈W

#(w ∩ γ) dµ(w) for any curve γ

AreaHT(M) =

∫
w∈W

Len(w ∩M) dµ(w) for any region M

=

∫∫
w,w′∈W

#(w ∩ w ′ ∩M) dµ(w) dµ(w ′)

Generalization to surfaces: W = space of geodesics, µ = symplectic measure.

Length formula applies to simple Finsler disks with self-reverse metric
(Blaschke 1935).
Area formula applies to simple Riemannian disks (Santaló 1952).
Area formula modified for Finsler surfaces and applied to filling area
problem by Burago–Ivanov (2002), Ivanov (2001).
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Discrete filling area problem

A wallsystem W on a compact surface M is a finite set of curves
called walls such that

each wall is either closed or with endpoints on ∂M,
walls are in general position:
intesections are transverse, simple crossings in the interior of M.

For a smooth generic curve γ, define LenW (γ) := #{crossings of γ with W}.
Also define Area(M,W ) := #{self-crossings of W}.

Problem: How small can be the area of a surface with wallsystem (M,W ) that
fills isometrically a curve of length 2n?
isometrically means that d(M,W )(x , y) = d(∂M,∂W )(x , y) for every x , y ∈ ∂M \W .

Conjecture (discrete FAC): The minimum area is n(n−1)
2 .

Theorem (C. 2018)

The discrete FAC is equivalent to the continuous FAC for surfaces with
self-reverse Finsler metric. The equivalence holds for each topological
class of filling surfaces.
The discrete FAC is true when M is a Möbius band.

Discrete FAC also true when M is a disk (Lins 1981, also follows from Steinitz 1916).
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Discrete filling area problem
How to attain area n(n−1)

2

To obtain isometric filling (M,W ) with

LenW (∂M) = 2n

Area(M,W ) = n(n−1)
2

let

M = upper hemisphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 1, z ≥ 0.

W = made of walls wi obtained by intersecting M
with n random planes Pi through origin.
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Discrete filling area problem
Discrete fillings and reduction by Steinitz operations

Steinitz operations
reduce area without
affecting boundary
distances.

R3 : −→

R2 : −→

R1 : −→

R0 : −→

(a)
Non-isometric
filling.

(b) Isometric
filling. Ready
for R2.

(c) Done R2.
Ready for R3.

(d) Done R3.
Ready for R1.

(e) Done R1.
Ready for R2.

(f) Done R2.
Minimal filling.
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Proof that Area ≥ n(n−1)
2 if M is a disk

Proved by Lins (1981). Here we use instead Steinitz’s algorithm (1916).

Let (M,W ′) be a disk with walls that fills isometrically its boundary, of
length 2n.

Apply Steinitz operations to reduce area without affecting boundary
distances.

Steinitz’s theorem: the wallsystem eventually becomes
a pseudoline arrangement (PLA) W , which means walls are n simple
arcs that cross each other at most once.
(No closed walls, no wall has self-crossings, no bigons.)

The reduced wallsystem W has Area(M,W ) ≤ Area(M,W ′) but still fills
the boundary isometrically.

Boundary distance formula: if W is a PLA, then
dW (x , y) = #{walls of W that separate x from y}.
In particular, every two points x , y ∈ ∂M that have d∂M (x , y) = n must be
separated by all n walls.

Then each pair of walls crosses and Area(W ) = n(n−1)
2 .

Conclusion: Area(M,W ′) ≥ n(n−1)
2 .
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Continuous FAC implies discrete FAC
From surfaces with wallsystem to square-celled surfaces

Suppose (M,W ) is a surface with wallsystem that isometrically fills its
boundary of length 2n and has Area(M,W ) = m < n(n−1)

2 .

How we transform this discrete counterexample to a continuous
counterexample?

Intermediate step: square-celled surface.

One vertex in each complementary region
of W .

One edge crossing each piece of W .

The square-celled surface

has m square cells.

fills a cycle graph C2n.

Distance between boundary vertices along skeleton graph equals
distance along boundary cycle.
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Continuous FAC implies discrete FAC
From square-celled surfaces to Finsler surfaces

Let M be a square-celled counterexample: an isometric filling of C2n that has
m < n(n−1)

2 cells.

Replace each cell by a unit square with `1

metric, obtaining a polyhedral Finsler surface.

Each curve γ that connects boundary points can
be pushed to the skeleton without increasing its
length,
unless γ avoids the vertices and runs parallel to a
wall.
To fix this, we interrupt each of the n non-closed
walls with a hemispheric “eye”. Then every curve
γ can be pushed to the skeleton without increasing
its length, so the surface is an isometric filling.

The resulting surface has Len(∂M) = 2n and AreaHT(M) = 4m + 2n < 2n2.

It is a piecewise-smooth Finsler surface. It can be smoothed.
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Discrete FAC implies continuous FAC
Discretization of Riemannian metrics

To transform a Finsler counterexample to a discrete counterexample (a surface
with wallsystem)

we show how to approximate a self-reverse Finsler metric by a wallsystem:

Theorem (Discretization of self-reverse Finsler metrics on surfaces, C. 2018)

Let (M,F ) be a compact Finsler surface with self-reverse metric and let
ε1, ε2 > 0. Then there exists a wallsystem W on M and a number δ > 0 such
that

AreaHT(M,F ) ≤ δ2 AreaHT(M,W ) < AreaHT(M,F ) + ε2

and such that
dF (x , y)− ε1 ≤ δ dW (x , y) ≤ dF (x , y) + ε1

for every x , y ∈ M \W.
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Sketch of proof of approximation theorem

If the metric is Riemannian, to construct walls we

Immerse Riemannian surface in Euclidean R3 preserving length
(Nash-Kuiper theorem).

Approximate surface in R3 by a polyhedral surface.

Generate walls by intersecting polyhedral surface with random planes.

Expected discrete length of each curve is proportional to the continuous
length, by Crofton formula.

Actual discrete length is nearly proportional to the expected value, by the
law of large numbers.

Discrete area also approximately proportional to continuous area.

This plan does not work for Finsler metrics. . .
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Discrete FAC implies continuous FAC
Discretization of self-reverse Finsler metrics

To discretize self-reverse Finsler metrics, we first discretize normed planes.

Lemma (Discretization of self-reverse integral norms, Schrijver 1993)

Let ‖ − ‖ be a norm on R2 whose dual unit ball B∗ is a symmetric integral
polygon (vertices in Z2).
Then there is a straight wallsystem W̃ on R2 that is Z2-periodic, such that

LenW̃ [x , x + v ] = 2‖v‖ for every vector v ∈ Z2 and point x ∈ R2 \ W̃ .

Area
(

[0, 1]2, W̃
)

= |B∗|.

How to obtain W̃ :

W̃ = π−1(W ) for some straight wallystem W on the torus
T2 = R2/Z2 with universal covering R2 π−→ T2.
Homotopy classes of walls of W are integer vectors
wi ∈ Z2.
Vectors wi obtained from sides of polygon B∗ as follows:

From each pair of opposite sides of B∗, discard one.
Break remaining sides into primitive integral vectors.
Rotate vectors one-quarter turn to get the wi .

γ

γ cont.
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Discrete FAC implies continuous FAC
Proof

Let (M,F ) be a counterexample to the continuous FAC.
It is a surface M with self-reverse Finsler metric F that

fills isometrically its boundary curve of length 2L,

has AreaHT(M,F ) = 2L2 − ε < 2L2.
To discretize it:

Approximate by polyhedral counterexample, made of
normed triangles. On each triangle use standard
coordinates: origin at vertex and unit vectors are sides.

Aproximate dual unit ball by integral polygon.

Multiply coordinates by large m to have more integer
points. Integer points on edges are called portals, they
divide edges into fences.

Multiply metric by 4m so distances between portals are
multiples of 4.

Cut surface along each fence and fill hole with a
hemisphere called eye.

Apply lemma to replace norm on each face by
wallsystem. Distance between portals unchanged.
Area unchanged.

Also replace Euclidean metric on each eye by complete
pseudo-line arrangement wallsystem.
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Aproximate dual unit ball by integral polygon.

Multiply coordinates by large m to have more integer
points. Integer points on edges are called portals, they
divide edges into fences.

Multiply metric by 4m so distances between portals are
multiples of 4.

Cut surface along each fence and fill hole with a
hemisphere called eye.

Apply lemma to replace norm on each face by
wallsystem. Distance between portals unchanged.
Area unchanged.

Also replace Euclidean metric on each eye by complete
pseudo-line arrangement wallsystem.
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Möbius band and Klein bottle
Definition of surfaces and classificiation of their closed curves

Γ group of transformations of the plane generated by

R : (x , y) 7→ (x + 1, − y) boRder
S : (x , y) 7→ (x + 1, 1− y) Soul
T : (x , y) 7→ (x + 2, y) Trans
U : (x , y) 7→ (x , 1 + y) Up.

M = R× [0, 1]/〈S〉 is the Möbius band. Gluing (x , 0) ∼ (x , 1) we get
K = R2/Γ, the Klein bottle.

Closed curves in Klein bottle:
Each closed curve homotopy class [γ] in K corresponds to a conjugacy
class in Γ.
Conjugacy classes:

Orientation-reversing: Odd multiples of R and S
Orientation-preserving: Translations T t Uu

The simple curves are R,S,T ,U.
The orientable double cover of the Klein bottle is the Torus R2/Γ+, where
Γ+ = 〈T ,U〉 ' Z2 ≤ Γ is the subgroup of orientation-preserving
transformations.
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Proof of discrete FAC for Möbius band

Let W be a wallsystem on the Möbius band M that fills isometrically its
boundary, of length 2n. We will show that Area(M,W ) ≥ n(n−1)

2 .
Glue opposite points of ∂M, so that W becomes a wallsystem on the
Klein bottle such that minlenW (γ) ≥ n for [γ] = [R] and [U].
minlenW (γ) := minγ′∼γ LenW (γ′).

Apply Steinitz operations guided by curve-shortening (GS1997,
HS1994). Minlength of closed curves not affected. Walls become nearly
geodesic.
Apply further reductions that preserve the minlength of simple curves.
In the end, W depends on four parameters r , s, t , u ∈ N.
It has r walls of class R, s walls of class S, and a wall of class T tUu

(broken into primitive pieces).

Area(W ) = r(r−1)
2 + s(s−1)

2 + tu + su + ru, minlenW (R) = r + u

minlenW (U) = 2t + r + s.

Show that
r(r−1)

2 + s(s−1)
2 + tu + su + ru ≥ n(n−1)

2 if r + u ≥ n

and 2t + r + s ≥ n.
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Thank you!


